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Elastic multi-resolution model-serving to compute inferences
ABSTRACT
Machine-learning models are consuming an increasing fraction of the world's
computing resources. The cost of computing inferences with some machine-learning models is
extremely high. Provisioning computing resources for peak performance, e.g., high availability
and quality of service, entails the creation of headroom for traffic spikes (increases in demand)
and preparing for the possibility of outages (decreases in capacity). Executing computer
applications that utilize machine-learning models, also known as machine-learned models, can
require significant capital and operational expenses.
This disclosure describes techniques to optimize use of computing resources for a
machine-learning model. Multi-resolution models and/or models with recurrence are utilized.
These models can compute inferences to varying degrees of quality (resolution). The multiresolution models are served in an elastic manner such that a model of a resolution that fits both
the available computing resources and is utilized to compute inferences.
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BACKGROUND
Machine learning generally comprises two phases. In a first phase, known as training
phase, a machine-learning model, also known as machine-learned model, is trained by
providing training data such as images, text, video, etc. for which the model generates
inferences. Inferences may include, for example, object recognition in an image or video (e.g.,
temple, beach, coconut tree, etc.); topic detection in text, etc. Training can also include
providing feedback such that the model is configured to provide accurate inferences. In a
second phase, known as inference phase, new input data distinct from the training data is
provided to the trained model. The model generates an inference, e.g., whether particular types
of objects are present in an input image, topics detected in input text, etc. by analyzing the input
data.
Recent advances in machine learning have made possible the solution of difficult
problems in areas such as image/scene recognition, object detection, natural language
processing, etc. With wide applicability and popularity of machine learning, a large and
growing fraction of the world’s computing resources are devoted to applications that utilize
machine learning. An application can send a query to a trained model in response to which
inferences are generated. To generate inferences, a computer, e.g., a personal computing device
such as a PC or smartphone, a server, or a data center, that implements the machine-learning
model utilizes computing resources.
In server implementations, the server or data center is configured such that it is able to
handle spikes in client requests as well as outages in computing capacity. For example, spikes
in client requests occur when a large number of queries are received within a short amount of
time. Outages in computing capacity occur when a server in a data center or a data center region
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becomes unavailable. Therefore, there is considerable motivation to process queries in a manner
commensurate with the computing capacity available at the time the queries are received.
DESCRIPTION
Techniques of this disclosure use multi-resolution machine-learning models that are
configured to provide inferences for the same type of queries. Resolution refers to the quality of
inference provided by a model. A multi-resolution machine-learning model can provide
inferences of different quality. To process a query with lower resolution quality takes less
computing resources than for higher resolutions. Per techniques of this disclosure, appropriate
model resolution is selected to process a query based on available computing budget.

Fig. 1: Elastic serving of multi-resolution models

Fig. 1 illustrates elastic serving of multi-resolution models. An application (102)
generates a query (104). The available computing resources (106) are determined before the
query is processed. Based on the available computing resources, the elastic model server (108)
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selects a model of suitable resolution from a multi-resolution model (110) that can provide
inferences of several different resolutions (112a-n) to process the query. For example, when the
available computing resources are low, a low-resolution model is deployed and vice-versa. The
model of selected resolution provides an inference (120) in response to the query.
The available computing resources are determined as a function of region. For example,
region refers to local e.g., one running program one host machine; a single data center, e.g., one
building; or the entire available computing capacity, e.g., across multiple data centers. A cost
metric is utilized that is based on CPU usage, work-in-system (a measure of queued or started
requests), latency (the processing time of all requests), compute-cost metrics that incorporate
I/O usage, etc.

Fig. 2: Iterative inference refinement within available compute budget

Fig. 2 illustrates a machine-learning model (210) that performs iterative inference
refinement within an available compute budget. An application (202) specifies a query with a
compute budget (204). For example, the compute budget can refer to a maximum CPU budget.
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The elastic model server (208) utilizes a machine-learning model (210) that is capable of
iteratively refining inferences, e.g., a model with recurrence.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, an inference is computed by the machine-learning model (212).
After computing the inference, the cost of computation of the inference is compared with the
compute budget specified in the query (214). If the cost is lower than the budget, the inference
is refined by additional computation. Refinement is iterated until the cost reaches the budget. In
each round of the iteration, the inference is improved from the previous round. The available
inference is then output (218) as inference (220) to the application. In this manner, the machinelearning model provides as high quality an inference as possible within the compute budget.
Serving multi-resolution models in an elastic manner allows large models to be
deployed in production at lower cost. Further, it also accommodates both traffic spikes and
partial capacity outages. Additionally, use of multi-resolution models enables inferences to be
delivered within different available computing budgets for different application requirements.
CONCLUSION
A large and growing fraction of the world’s computing resources is utilized to deploy
machine-learning models. Techniques of this disclosure optimally use available computing
resources by serving models of varying resolution based on available computing capacity.
Alternatively, a model with recurrence is utilized to provide a high-quality inference within a
specified compute budget. Elastic model-serving, described herein, saves capital and operating
costs. By preserving useful attributes of the machine-learning inference being performed, e.g.,
by producing inference of a lower resolution, when computing resources are scarce, an
incoming query is answered. The techniques accommodate both traffic spikes and partial
capacity outages.
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